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ABSTRACT. Although an ecosystem approach to fisheries has been recognized as a means of progressing toward sustainable fishing,
successful implementation of this approach has been limited. However, one way in which progress has been made is through the use
of suites of indicators. Decision tree frameworks can be used to incorporate trends in ecological, fishing, and environmental indicators
into ecosystem assessments. A relatively generic decision tree framework has been developed and successfully applied to multiple
ecosystems. This framework incorporates trends in indicators, as well as the impacts of fishing pressure and environmental variability
on ecological indicators in order to assess the state of each ecosystem. The inclusion of ecosystem expert knowledge from the outset
ensures trends are correctly interpreted and allows analyses to contribute to global comparisons in a robust and meaningful manner.
Although ecological and environmental indicators are well developed, those addressing the human dimensions of marine ecosystems
are less so. This framework holds the potential to incorporate such indicators in order to fully assess marine ecosystems in a comparative
context. Such assessments could help ensure food security from marine resources into the future as well as ensuring the well-being of
coastal communities. Here critical review of the potential value of this framework has been conducted, with its usefulness emphasized
in the similarities it holds, and in the contribution it could make, to current global methods of ecosystem assessments.
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INTRODUCTION
Fisheries are known to impact marine ecosystems in many ways,
not only through the direct removal of target species, but also
through habitat destruction, shifts in community structure, as well
as population dynamics, and changes to ecosystem structure and
functioning (Soma 2003, Pickitch et al. 2004, Rochet et al. 2005).
Unsurprisingly, this has led to increasing concern over ecosystem
degradation on a global scale in recent decades.  
Globally, fisheries provide an important food resource and offer
employment to millions. Since 1961 the annual global increase in
fish consumption has been twice as high as population growth,
with marine capture fisheries providing the bulk of the resources
(FAO 2018). It is therefore imperative to manage marine fisheries
in a way that ecosystem goods and services can be maximized,
while still providing both social and economic benefits (FAO
2018). To achieve this, there has been a global move toward
implementing an ecosystem approach to fisheries (EAF). As
defined by the FAO (2003:6), “an EAF aims to balance diverse
societal objectives, taking into account knowledge and
uncertainties about abiotic and human components of
ecosystems and their interactions and applying an integrated
approach to fisheries within ecologically meaningful boundaries.”
Because fisheries are deeply imbedded within marine ecosystems
it is crucial to consider the effects of drivers such as environmental
change as well as economic and social needs, alongside the direct
impacts of removing target species, in order to implement
successful management strategies (Cury et al. 2005). However,
despite widespread approval at the World Summit for Sustainable
Development in Johannesburg in 2002 and formalization in 2003
(FAO 2003), there has been limited success in the practical
application of an EAF. This is often due to the complexity of the
ecosystems being considered, as well as resistance from various
stakeholders, including fisheries managers. Yet even in the face of
the obstacles encountered in recent decades, some substantial
progress has been made toward successfully implementing an
EAF.  
Important progress has particularly been made in terms of the
ecological dimension of an EAF, with countless studies assessing
the impacts of fishing on the biological components of
ecosystems. A key way in which this progress has been facilitated
is through the use of suitable suites of ecosystem indicators, which
allow the assessment of states and trends in marine ecosystems
(e.g., Jennings et al. 2002, Shin et al. 2010, Anticamara et al. 2011,
Shannon et al. 2014a, Coll et al. 2016). Such indicators reflect key
ecosystem properties and can be both model- and survey-based.
A wide range of indicators are being utilized in various aspects
of fisheries management, with a noteworthy example being
provided by the IndiSeas project. This project was established to
investigate “EAF Indicators: a comparative approach across
ecosystems” (Shin and Shannon 2010:686), and provides several
examples of how indicators can be used to evaluate states and
trends of multiple marine ecosystems (e.g., Shin and Shannon
2010, Shin et al. 2012, Coll et al. 2016). Currently, 27 ecosystems
have been included in the IndiSeas project, allowing the relative
state of each ecosystem to be assessed. Comparisons between
multiple ecosystems can improve understanding of the structure
and function of each system, making it easier to interpret change
even in view of complexities such as the large size of the systems
considered, their biophysical complexities, and nonlinear
dynamics (Megrey et al. 2009). The evaluation of a range of
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ecosystems, with contrasting exploitation levels and histories, as
well as varying environmental conditions, can also help determine
a range of indicator values against which relative states of
ecosystems can be evaluated. A comparative approach will allow
us to learn from ecosystems that are already degraded, in terms
of what to avoid, how to potentially mitigate for detrimental
ecosystem changes, and theoretically provide early warning signs
of ecosystem degradation. Alongside this, there is also the
potential to recognize and learn from ecosystems that appear to
be improving under successful management of exploitation.  
Recent studies of exploited marine ecosystems have highlighted
the importance of detailed information about past and present
exploitation strategies, mechanisms of productivity dynamics,
and dominant ecological and environmental features in order to
correctly interpret indicator trends (e.g., Shannon et al. 2014b,
Heymans and Tomczak 2016, Fu et al. 2019a). In this regard,
frameworks like IndiSeas rely on numerous multi-institutional
collaborations, incorporating knowledge from ecosystem experts
into assessments, ensuring that misinterpretation of indicator
trends is avoided. Another example is the FAO, who have utilized
expert knowledge to help validate individual country scores for
the UN Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries (FAO 2002,
Pitcher et al. 2006).  
In many indicator studies, strong emphasis has been placed on
the impacts of fishing because this is a pressure that can be
managed and is typically, currently, the greatest pressure on fish
communities. However, it has long been recognized that, in many
systems, focusing solely on the impacts of fishing is not sufficient
because indicators also respond to other pressures, such as those
caused by environmental change (Walther et al. 2002, Large et al.
2013, Fu et al. 2015). Alongside this, the specificity in responses
of indicators to fishing pressure and environmental variability
varies between indicators and between ecosystems. Therefore
suites of complementary indicators are employed, providing
information on populations and communities within an
ecosystem, as well as on pressures on these, to help disentangle
observed changes caused by multiple stressors, and attribute
changes in indicators to specific drivers (Shin et al. 2018).  
Despite the clear value suites of indicators that include ecological,
fishing, and environmental indicators, these suites do not
adequately cover the human dimensions (Bundy et al. 2012) or
those pertaining to governance, needed to successfully implement
an EAF. It will therefore be necessary to develop and employ
additional indicators capturing the human and governance
dimensions in the future to fully determine and understand the
changes transpiring in marine ecosystems. Such indicators will
need to include social and economic indicators (Jepson and
Colburn 2013), as well as indicators that assess the impacts of the
new industries constantly entering the blue economy, such as
renewable energy and mining for deep sea minerals (Pauli 2010).
Although advancement has been made toward incorporating such
indicators into the IndiSeas project (e.g., Bundy et al. 2017), the
incorporation of the human dimensions into most indicator suites
relevant to an EAF still requires substantial effort.  
Because existing indicator suites encompass vast amounts of
information about changes occurring at the ecosystem level, it is
necessary to incorporate these indicators into a suitable
framework that will allow this information to be synthesized in a
transparent and repeatable way and presented in a form that could
be of use to fisheries managers and stakeholders. Here we are
referring to a framework that is analogous to a synthetic model
that can be applied to each ecosystem. Using IndiSeas indicators,
a framework has been developed that spans ecological, fishing,
and environmental indicators and has been used to successfully
assess state and trends in ecosystems of different types and from
various regions (Lockerbie et al. 2016, Lockerbie et al. 2017a, b).
This framework holds the potential to meaningfully contribute
to the implementation of an EAF, providing information of
changes occurring in individual ecosystems as well as the
opportunity to implement a comparative assessment approach
across multiple ecosystems. The framework has also been
developed in such a way that additional suites of indicators, for
example those assessing the human dimensions of the ecosystem,
could be added in the future. Here we consider past and future
evolution of the framework, its potential contribution to
management approaches and the continued implementation of
an EAF.
METHODS
Decision trees are a tool in multicriteria decision analysis and
have been used to assess marine ecosystems in numerous studies
(e.g., Mardle and Pascoe 1999, Soma 2003, Rochet et al. 2005,
Jarre et al. 2008, Bundy et al. 2010, Bastardie et al. 2013). They
allow the consolidation of multiple indicator trends to
characterize an ecosystem state. The integration of several
indicators can be particularly useful for assimilating different
types of information and merging different objectives among
stakeholders with varying interests. The aim of such frameworks
is to provide “an effective means of communication between
scientists and end users” (Starfield and Louw 1986:553).  
Lockerbie et al. (2016, 2017a, b) developed a novel approach to
applying a modified decision tree framework, assessing the state
and trends in multiple marine ecosystems using indicators
developed in the IndiSeas project (Table 1). These studies aimed
to evaluate the practicality of applying a generic framework across
ecosystems of varying type. The framework was intended to
support the synthesis of ecological, fishing, and environmental
indicator trends in a repeatable and transparent manner. A series
of steps have been incorporated into the framework, assessing
trends in all indicators and identifying the reasons behind
observed trends, therefore providing a complete assessment of the
state of the ecosystem (Fig. 1). Although other, similar,
frameworks have been developed and applied to a variety of
marine ecosystems (e.g. Bundy et al. 2010), this framework has
several distinctive features (Table 2). First, a greater number of
possible categories can be attributed to indicator trends. This
allows a more nuanced understanding of observed trends, rather
than categorizing trends as purely increasing, decreasing, or not
changing. This process involved indicators being attributed a
score, based on the significance and direction of detected trends,
and allowed all indicator trends to be considered in the
categorization of ecosystems.  
Another key aspect of the framework discussed here is the
possibility to divide data sets into distinct time periods. The
division of data sets can be based either on shifts in environmental
indicators or shifts in management (as will be seen in the North
Sea case study summarized below). In the majority of previous
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Table 1. All IndiSeas derived indicators, including data sources, management objectives, and details of indicators (adapted from Coll
et al. 2016). Daggers (†) indicate those indicators that were combined into an indicator of “overall fishing pressure.” Abundance and
catch data provided by the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, South Africa and trophic level information determined
from Fishbase (http://www.fishbase.org/search.php).
 
Indicator Data Source Management Objective Details
Mean Fish Length Fisheries independent
surveys
Ecosystem functioning Allows tracking of the direct effects of fishing on a community (Shin
et al. 2005). Quantifies the relative abundance of large and small
individuals.
Mean Lifespan Fisheries independent
surveys
Maintaining ecosystem
stability and resistance to
perturbations
Proxy for the mean turnover rate of species and communities.
Considered to be a measure of ecosystem stability and resistance to
perturbations.
Survey Biomass Fisheries independent
surveys
Resource potential Represents biomass of all surveyed species. This is a complex indicator
because changes can result from changes in productivity/growth of
certain species as well as environmental changes (Bundy et al. 2010).




Role of predators in ecosystem is essential because they act as
dampeners on the whole food web (Sala 2006). Depletion of predators
can lead to trophic cascades (Frank et al. 2006, Daskalov et al. 2007).




Ecosystem functioning Provides the trophic position of organisms sampled in research
surveys (Rochet and Trenkel 2003).





Ecosystem functioning Aims to cover the full community, not just those species sampled in
surveys. Calculated using Ecopath with Ecosim models (see Shannon
et al. 2009).




stability and resistance to
perturbations
Measure of resource potential because it reflects the part of the
community production dedicated to fishing, calculated as 1/ (landings/
biomass). Inverted so that it would decrease under increased fishing
pressure to follow trends of other indicators.
Landings† Commercial landings Resource potential Provides knowledge of exploited marine species.
Marine Trophic Index† Commercial landings





Measures the change in mean trophic level of fisheries landings.
Calculated from catch composition data collected by the FAO (FAO
2004). This indicator is cut off  at a trophic level of 3.25.
Trophic Level of Landings† Commercial landings





Measures the weighted mean trophic level of species exploited by the
fishery, representing the position level of the whole catch.
Intrinsic Vulnerability
Index (IVI) of landings†
Commercial landings Ecosystem functioning Based on life history and ecology characteristics (including maximum
length, age at first maturity, longevity, natural mortality, fecundity,
spatial behavior, and geographic range; for full details see Cheung et
al. 2007). Mean IVI is based on IVIs of all landed species, weighted by
contribution of each species to the landed catch. This indicator relates
only to the fish community. Note: data necessary to calculate this
indicator were only available for Period 3.
studies data sets have been analyzed as a whole, with the goal of
identifying trends across multiple decades. Although this method
may give an indication of particularly strong trends occurring
over time, there is also the possibility that certain trends may be
masked. For example, many ecosystems have undergone
significant regime shifts. If  data sets are not separated and trends
in indicators determined under each individual regime, it is
possible no trends would be detected, when reality differing
regimes often show opposing trends. Without the division of data
sets in such cases, the results of the application decision trees
would not accurately reflect changes happening within
ecosystems.  
Previous decision tree frameworks utilized as part of the IndiSeas
project assessed only the impacts of fishing on marine ecosystems
(e.g., Bundy et al. 2010). In the framework discussed here suites
of ecosystem-specific environmental indicators are included,
allowing the impacts of environmental drivers on marine systems
to be included in the assessment process.  
In line with other studies utilizing ecosystem indicators, this
framework includes advice from local experts at every step.
Ecosystem experts provide knowledge on potential biases in
official data used to calculate indicator values. This ensures that
the necessary adjustments to indicators in each ecosystem (as
discussed below) are correct within the context of system
dynamics. This also allows verification that the results of trend
analyses have been correctly interpreted. The presence of expert
knowledge from the outset also ensures that the applications of
the framework are robust and meaningful within the context of
global comparisons (Shin et al. 2012), which is particularly
important for future applications of the framework.  
Although possible redundancy of correlated indicators has been
recognized in the IndiSeas project (see Coll et al. 2016), these
redundancies had not been included in previous decision tree
frameworks (e.g., Bundy et al. 2010). The addition of this step to
the framework discussed here ensures that the results are not
biased by complementary or redundant indicators. Possibly one
of the most important features of the current framework,
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Fig. 1. The step-by-step process of applying the developed
framework to a marine ecosystem. First, it must be determined
whether the data series must be divided into distinct periods
based on known shifts in drivers. Trends in ecological, fishing,
and environmental indicators are then determined using linear
regressions, and scores are attributed to indicators based on the
direction and significance of observed trends. Fishing
indicators are combined into one indicator of overall fishing
pressure to simplify the decision tree framework. The impacts
of fishing pressure and environmental variability are
determined, and scores are adjusted to account for these
impacts. A reduced weighting is applied to correlated indicators
to account for potential redundancies. Then finally the
ecosystem is attributed an “overall ecosystem score.”
compared to those applied previously, is the fact that all indicator
trends are considered before the ecosystem is classified. In
previous decision tree frameworks utilized in the IndiSeas project,
ecosystems were classified as deteriorating if  one or more
indicators showed a declining trend. As will be discussed presently,
it is important to understand all indicator trends, and the cause
of these trends, in order to categorize the ecosystem because often
declining trends do not indicate a negative effect on the ecosystem.
This again highlights the importance of including advice from
local/regional experts to ensure the correct interpretation of
trends. The improvements made to the framework all act to ensure
the correct interpretation and understanding of ecosystem level
changes occurring in marine ecosystems, and ensure the correct
categorization of the ecosystems considered.
Table 2. Comparison of methods employed in previous decision




Current Decision Tree Framework











Rule-based or fuzzy logic approach Score-based approach
Analysis of entire data sets Division of data sets into time
periods when appropriate. This
allows regime shifts to be accounted
for when analyzing indicator trends.
Assess the impact of fishing
pressure on indicators
Assess the impacts of fishing
pressure and environmental
variability on indicators
Trends assessed through analysis of
data
Inclusion of knowledge from
ecosystem experts when assessing
indicator trends
Possible redundancies of indicators
not identified
Correlations conducted to identify
possible redundancies of indicators
Analysis of ecosystem indicators Indicators separated into ecological
and fishing pressure indicators
Ecosystem classified as
deteriorating if  one or more
indicators showed negative trend
All indicator trends considered
before ecosystem is classified
Fishing and ecological indicators
not separated
Fishing pressure indicators
combined into one indicator of
overall fishing pressure
The application of the framework to an ecosystem involves a
multistep process summarized in Figure 1 (see Appendix 1 for an
example of the application of the framework to the southern
Benguela ecosystem). Following the flow in Figure 1, first data
series are divided (where applicable) based on detected or
documented environmental shifts, following which trends in
indicators are analyzed. This step has proved particularly
important in ecosystems such as the southern Benguela, where
well-documented regime shifts (Blamey et al. 2012) that have
occurred in the ecosystem mask trends in indicators if  the data
set is not divided. Although the methods used in detection of shift
in the data differ between the case studies discussed below, we
suggest that breakpoint analysis should be used to detect shifts.  
Next, indicator trends were determined for the entire suite of
indicators (fishing, environmental, and ecological), making use
of linear regressions and ensuring that autocorrelation was
accounted for. Although linear regressions are not the most
sophisticated statistical method, an advantage of such an
approach can be found in its simplicity, interpretability, and
scientific acceptance. Following the detection of trends, the novel
score-based approach that was developed was applied to
indicators, with scores being attributed based on the direction and
significance of observed trends. IndiSeas indicators have been
formulated so that smaller indicator values will be observed under
increased fishing pressure, and therefore the more negative trends
detected, theoretically, the worse the state of the ecosystem. Based
on this, the scoring system has been formulated so that lower
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scores are attributed to positive trends, i.e., “good trends,”
therefore, the higher the overall ecosystem score the worse the
state of the ecosystem. However, it is important to note that
negative trends in indicators are not always related to increased
fishing pressure and can be linked to changes in environmental
variability and management strategies, which were accounted for
in our case-specific applications (see case studies below). This
highlights the caution needed when interpreting and
understanding indicator trends, as well as the need to include
ecosystem experts at each step of framework application to ensure
that results are correctly interpreted. Throughout the analyses, a
wider range of significance levels than typical were considered
important, with significance levels up to 10% included to account
for interannual variability in a time series (Howard et al. 2007).
These trends were recognized as “ecologically significant” (see
Table 2).  
To assess the impact of fishing pressure on ecosystems, the next
step of the framework application entailed combing the fishing
pressure indicators (see Lockerbie et al. 2016; Table 1) into an
indicator of overall fishing pressure. It was necessary for the
assimilation of these indicators into a single indicator to be
ecosystem specific, depending on management and fishing
activity in individual systems. In general, however, a 50%
weighting was applied to inverse fishing pressure because this
indicator represents the most direct impact of fishing pressure on
the ecosystem and was highlighted as being particularly
important by ecosystem experts. The remaining 50% was spread
equally among the remaining fishing indicators (landings, marine
trophic index, trophic level of landings, and intrinsic vulnerability
index).  
Following the determination of fishing pressure and
environmental indicator trends, it was necessary to account for
the impacts of these drivers on the system, and therefore on
ecological indicators. Experts were consulted and extensive
literature explored to determine whether the observed trends in
fishing pressure and/or environmental variability were the cause
of trends observed in ecological indicators. To ensure that the
influence of these drivers was captured in the framework, a score
adjustment system was developed, modifying ecological indicator
scores to reflect the influence of these drivers on the ecosystem
(Fig. 2). The process of developing and implementing score
adjustment systems involved multiple sensitivity analyses with
considerable input from ecosystem experts (Lockerbie et al. 2016,
Lockerbie et al. 2017a, b), ensuring that any weightings applied
to indicators did not act to override or mask important trends in
other indicators. Again, it was necessary for this step to be
ecosystem specific.  
It was also essential to account for potential redundancies of
indicators included within the framework. A weighting system
was employed, accounting for any potential redundancies, based
on the work conducted in Coll et al. (2016). Coll et al. (2016)
observed that correlated indicators may be somewhat redundant,
therefore this step acted to reduce the contribution of significantly
correlated, i.e., potentially redundant, indicators to the overall
ecosystem score in order to ensure these indicators did not bias
this score. Finally, after determining the mean indicator score,
following the necessary adjustments and weightings, the
ecosystem (or specific period of an ecosystem) could be classified
according to its state (Table 3).
Fig. 2. Adjustment of original scores attributed to ecological
indicators. Original scores were multiplied by the appropriate
factor to give a new score, depending on the impact and trend
of fishing pressure. The new score was then adjusted again by
multiplying by the appropriate factor depending on whether
environmental variability could influence this trend to give a
final score (adjusted from Lockerbie et al. 2016).
Table 3. Overall ecosystem scores (after application of weightings)
and corresponding ecosystem categories of ecosystem
classification (from Lockerbie et al. 2016).
 
Overall Ecosystem Score Categorization
1–1.49 Improving
1.5–2.49 Possibly Improving
2.5–3.49 No Improvement or Deterioration
3.5–4.49 Possibly Deteriorating
4.5–5 Deteriorating
Because the goal of developing such a framework was to allow
comparative assessment of ecosystems, it was necessary to test
the framework on multiple ecosystems. When selecting
ecosystems, the decision was made to first apply the framework
to ecosystems that showed some similarities because it was
anticipated that the integrity of the framework was more likely
to hold in ecosystems with similar dynamics. For this reason, after
its primary application to the southern Benguela ecosystem, the
framework was subsequently applied to the South Catalan Sea.
Although located in very different geographical regions, these
ecosystems have several similarities, including the influence of
localized, wind-driven upwelling and the dominant role of small
pelagic fish in both systems. However, in order to truly test the
strength of the framework, it was also necessary to apply it to an
ecosystem with substantial differences. Therefore, the North Sea
was selected for the next case study, which although similar in
terms of temperate climate and the inclusion of a continental
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shelf, has vastly different biological components and a complex
history of exploitation.  
It was also important to apply the framework to ecosystems that
are already well understood. This ensured that ecosystem experts
could confirm that the framework was successfully describing
known ecosystem dynamics, and fully capturing changes known
to have occurred within the ecosystem. Only once confident that
the framework can successfully categorize ecosystems based on
past data would it be possible to update data sets with the most




The above-described framework has been applied to three
ecosystems, the southern Benguela (Lockerbie et al. 2016), South
Catalan Sea (Lockerbie et al. 2017a) and the North Sea (Lockerbie
et al. 2017b). Although somewhat similar, these ecosystems have
varying characteristics, exploitation histories, and management
strategies. These case studies therefore provided an opportunity
to test the framework across temperate and upwelling ecosystems,
and shelf  seas. Summaries of the application of the framework
to each ecosystem are detailed below, with full descriptions found
in the articles referenced above.
Southern Benguela
The framework was first developed for the southern Benguela
ecosystem (SB) (Lockerbie et al. 2016). This ecosystem forms one
of four eastern boundary upwelling ecosystems and is therefore
considered one of the most productive marine ecosystems
worldwide. The system undergoes wasp-waist control, with small
pelagic fish providing dominant means of controlling energy
flows between higher and lower trophic levels (Cury et al. 2000).
However, when under no or moderate exploitation, high levels of
primary production, resulting from upwelling favorable winds,
leads to increases in zooplankton, small pelagic fish, and even top
predators (Travers-Trolet et al. 2014). Travers-Trolet et al. (2014)
observed that these high levels of primary production in the
southern Benguela appear to reduce the propagation of the top-
down effects of fishing pressure, therefore dampening the impacts
of fishing on the lower trophic levels of the food web.  
Blamey et al. (2012) detected regime shifts within the SB that
influence both biological and physical components of the
ecosystem, including changes in wind, upwelling, lobsters,
urchins, and cormorant breeding pairs. These shifts, which were
detected using three varying methods of time series analysis, were
used to divide the data series into three distinct periods; Period 1
(1978–1993), Period 2 (1994–2003), and Period 3 (2004–2010).
Upwelling, sea surface temperature, chlorophyll concentration,
and the position of the South Atlantic High Pressure Cell were
selected as environmental indicators.  
Following analysis on indicator trends and adjustment of scores
to account for the impacts of fishing, environmental variability,
and correlated indicators (as described above), the ecosystem was
classified as neither improving nor deteriorating over Periods 1
and 2, and possibly improving over Period 3 (Lockerbie et al.
2016). These classifications successfully reflect what is known to
have occurred in the ecosystem over the periods assessed. For
example, a significant but short-lived increase in small pelagic fish
that arose in the early 2000s (Roy et al. 2001) was reflected in
Period 2 by a significant decrease in mean lifespan and the
proportion of predators, as well as an increase in the survey
biomass. This was the first instance were the need to engage with
ecosystem experts to avoid the misinterpretation of indicators
trends was highlighted as crucial to ensure the correct
interpretation of trends.
South Catalan Sea
The South Catalan Sea (SCS) ecosystem was selected as a second
case study because of its similarities with the SB (Coll et al. 2006,
Lockerbie et al. 2017a). The region has previously been
categorized as ’highly impacted’ (Coll et al. 2010), which is
unsurprising considering the long history of fishing in the
Mediterranean Sea.  
In this case the ecosystem was divided into two periods, based on
known atmospheric, hydrological, and ecological changes that
occurred in the late 1980s (Conversi et al. 2010), as well as
sensitivity analyses (Lockerbie et al. 2017a); Period 1 (1978–1990)
and Period 2 (1991–2010). The same score adjustment and
weighting system was employed as for the SB, accounting for the
influences of fishing pressure and environmental variability.
Following analysis of the official data, the ecosystem was
classified as neither improving nor deteriorating in Period 1 and
possibly improving over Period 2. This did not align with what is
known to have occurred in the ecosystem over these periods (see
Coll et al. 2014a, b) because official data in the Mediterranean
Sea do not currently consider the issue of illegal, unregulated, or
unreported (IUU) catch. Therefore, indicator trends did not truly
reflect what was happening in the ecosystem and it was therefore
necessary to develop a way to account for IUU when applying
the framework. This was aided by the work conducted by Coll et
al. (2014a, b), which reconstructed official data to account for
IUU catches. The availability of this information greatly
facilitated the successful assessment of the ecosystem, and the
adjustment of indicators to account for IUU catches was
supported by ecosystem experts, as well as consideration of
literature and local datasets. Following consultation with
ecosystem experts, the decision was made to adjust the overall
fishing pressure indicator score from an “ecologically significant
decrease” to an “ecologically significant increase,” to account for
IUU. This was a conservative adjustment based on the
exponential increase in removals that has been suggested by Coll
et al. (2014b), and allowed indicator trends to more accurately
reflect known ecosystem dynamics. Following these adjustments,
the ecosystem was classified as possibly deteriorating over Period
1 and neither improving nor deteriorating over Period 2, reflecting
what is known to have occurred within the ecosystem.
North Sea
The North Sea (NS) is one of the best studied and economically
most important marine regions in the world. This system shares
some similarities with the SB and SCS, such as the temperate
climate and the continental shelf  as a defining feature. However,
the NS also provided an interesting contrast because of the
dominance of different species and the lack of upwelling
dynamics. The NS provided a challenging assessment considering
the long history of overfishing and the subsequent
implementation of effective management measures. This posed a
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fresh challenge when interpreting indicator trends because in
some cases trends reflected the implementation of management
rather than ecosystem change as a result of the influence of fishing
or environmental variability. For example, the landings indicator
showed a decreasing trend since 2003 which, according to the way
that IndiSeas indicators are formulated, suggests a decrease in
fish within the ecosystem. In contrast, inverse fishing pressure
increased in the period 1983–2003 and then stabilized thereafter
indicating positive change. Some stocks, such as cod (Gadus
morhua), are currently recovering and increasing in biomass, yet
catches are restricted to allow rebuilding. Other stocks, such as
plaice (Pleuronectes platessa), have increased to their highest ever
recorded levels, yet catches and fishing mortality have remained
at comparable levels over the last decade to meet maximum
sustainable yield targets. So, this trend toward lower landings is
in part a result of improved management measures, which
restricted quotas, rather than a decrease in overall fish biomass.
During the period studied, there has been a similar decrease in
fishing effort partly because of vessel decommissioning schemes,
which was followed by signs of recovery in the size structure of
the demersal fish community (Engelhard et al. 2015). Therefore,
the negative trends in the landings indicator for all retained species
were reconsidered as a positive change. Because the inverse fishing
pressure indicator is limited by missing biomass data for some
species (particularly invertebrates), the landings indicator
received a higher weighting (50%) than in previous applications
when calculating the overall fishing pressure indicator because it
likely better reflected wider ecosystem effects arising from
fisheries. The considerable influence of historically high fishing
pressure on higher trophic levels also limited the propagation of
bottom-up influences through the food web (Lynam et al. 2017).
Therefore, the influence of climatic drivers appeared to have been
limited to lower trophic levels.  
Despite these intricacies, the recognition that several indicator
trends (particularly the pressure indicators) resulted from the
influence of management measures, rather than ecosystem
change, enabled trends to be interpreted correctly. This case study,
by virtue of improved methodology implemented as the
framework developed and progressed, adopted a different method
to divide the data series into time periods then used in the SB and
SCS. Breakpoint analysis was used to detect structural change
points in the environmental data (Zeileis et al. 2002, Bai and
Perron 2003). Based on the detected breakpoints, the data series
was divided into three periods; Period 1 (1983–1992), Period 2
(1993–2003), and Period 3 (2004–2010). Following score
adjustments and weighting (see Lockerbie et al. 2017b), the
ecosystem was classified as neither improving nor deteriorating
over Period 1, with Periods 2 and 3 being classified as possibly
improving. This suggests that the ecosystem was moving out of
its previously poor condition, likely linked to the stringent
management methods being enforced. When analyzed as an entire
data set, without the division into separate periods, relatively few
significant indicator trends were observed. This suggests that the
poor state of the ecosystem at the beginning of the time series
masked the positive effects of the change in management observed
in recent decades. This again highlights the need, in some cases,
to divide data series into distinct time periods in order to truly
understand changes occurring within the ecosystem.
DISCUSSION
Evolution of the framework
With the application of the framework to each ecosystem,
adjustments and improvements were made. With the support and
advice from ecosystem experts, the framework evolved through
each application, developing into a more robust tool that should
be applied in future assessments. Despite this evolution, there are
further modifications that could further improve the framework,
increasing its potential to be incorporated into current
management strategies.  
As it currently stands (and as is the case for every model), the
framework is dependent on several assumptions that are made
when it is applied to an ecosystem. For example, the overall
ecosystem score relies heavily on decisions made throughout the
application of the framework, such as the relative impacts of
fishing and the environment on ecological indicators. This can be
observed in the NS case study, where it has been suggested that
the influence of management affected trends in pressure
indicators and subsequent impacts on the ecosystem. Similarly,
long-term change in the biomass of commercial fish stocks has
been linked more strongly to fishing pressure such that
environmental influences have been minimized (Lynam et al.
2017). Based on this knowledge, the decision was made to modify
the influence of environmental variability to only partially explain
observed indicator trends. However, this adjustment directly
impacts the categorization of the ecosystem. By way of sensitivity
analysis, it appears possible that the stringent management
methods enforced in the more recent years of the data series could
have entirely overshadowed the impact of the environment. If  this
was the case, following the assessment the ecosystem would have
been scored as 2.75 and 2.66 in Periods 2 and 3, respectively, and
would be classified as neither improving nor deteriorating over
both periods. This highlights the importance of considering
ecosystem dynamics across the full-time period and throughout
the application of the framework. However, it is anticipated that
the inclusion of expert knowledge throughout the assessment
process reduces the possibility of wrongly classifying an
ecosystem.  
The use of linear regressions in detecting indicator trends could
also benefit from re-evaluation. The strength of the framework
could be augmented through the use of other statistical methods.
Ecosystem responses to various drivers can be either linear or
nonlinear, depending on the stressors considered and the
interactions between stressors (Fu et al. 2019b). If  the responses
are nonlinear, linear regressions may not give an accurate
indication of trends. The division of the data series into periods,
as in the above case studies, accounts to some extent for this
nonlinearity, however, the framework might benefit from the use
of reference points and threshold values for indicators. An
ecosystem threshold can be identified as a large response or abrupt
change in ecosystem state or function in response to a small
change in an anthropogenic or environmental pressure (Groffman
et al. 2006, Samhouri et al. 2017). Identifying these thresholds
can help guide management actions and avoid undesirable shifts
in ecosystem state (Foley et al. 2015).  
Reference points for an indicator can be “target” reference points,
for which the goal is to reach such a point, or “limit,” or
“precautionary” reference points, which are thresholds that
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should not be crossed (Samhouri et al. 2011, Levin et al. 2014).
Typically, limit reference points would be considered more useful
in terms of conservation of an ecosystem, while target reference
points would be more suitable if  the goal was to maximize yield
(e.g., Hall and Mainprize 2004, Briton et al. 2019). In the past,
reference points typically consisted of a value derived from expert
opinion (Shin et al. 2010), a value estimated from presumed
unexploited populations, or were determined through
comparisons of a measured value relative to a long-term average
of a time series (Levin et al. 2013, Tam et al. 2017). However, in
recent years there has been significant progress in developing
ecosystem-level reference points, particularly in North America
(Large et al. 2015a, Samhouri et al. 2017, Tam et al. 2017). These
reference points can be calculated for multiple marine ecosystems
using thresholds from empirically derived ecological indicators
(Large et al. 2015a, b, Link et al. 2012, 2015, Samhouri et al. 2017,
Tam et al. 2017). There is therefore potential for more refined
reference points and threshold values to be determined for the
ecological indicators utilized in the IndiSeas project, which should
enhance comparable assessments of ecosystem status across
regions (Tam et al. 2017). However, again it is important to note
that indicators that allow the assessment of human well-being are
still underdeveloped (McShane et al. 2011, Howe et al. 2014, Yang
et al. 2015), and advancement in these indicators would be
necessary before we are able to (i) determine thresholds for societal
needs, or (ii) to determine the trade-offs between human needs
and conservation of marine resources (Dearing et al. 2014,
DePiper et al. 2017, Tam et al. 2017).
Incorporation of the framework into current management
strategies
Although marine systems function at scales ranging from
molecules up through to social-ecological systems, it is important
to recognize the relevance of examining changes at the ecosystem
level. The use of ecosystem-level assessments has been
acknowledged in current management methods being applied
around the world (e.g., Halpern et al. 2012, ICES 2016, PICES
2016), where it is used in conjunction with single-species
approaches to provide a more comprehensive understanding of
changes occurring in marine ecosystems.  
In terms of incorporating this framework into current
management approaches, several issues will be faced within the
South African context. Although an EAF working group did exist
within the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries,
aimed at addressing the application of an EAF in South Africa,
this working group was disbanded in 2014. Therefore, current
management schemes do not operate more broadly than at the
fishery (fleet) level. As it currently stands, South African fisheries
management risks developing into “patchwork management”
(Degnbol 2005), where the connections between separate issues
are not considered, and links within a system are not required to
be understood. Under such as approach, new regulations are
developed ad hoc and according to the concerns and influences
of various stakeholder groups (Degnbol 2005), potentially
leading to inconsistencies within management. The current
situation in South African fisheries management will need to
undergo significant transformation before an EAF can be fully
implemented. However, the application of a framework such as
that discussed here allows the necessary science behind and EAF
to be consolidated and interpreted, preparing for a time when
broader, cross-cutting, ecosystem-level management comes into
effect.  
In some places, however, the application of ecosystem level
management is further advanced. For example, the Common
Fisheries Policy (CFP) that is implemented in the European
Union (EU) underwent reform in 2002, moving toward the
sustainable use of living resources from an environmental,
economic, and social point of view. When this reform did not live
up to expectations (EC 2010), with some stocks continuing to
deteriorate, the CFP underwent further reform in 2013. This most
recent reform represented a major move toward an ecosystem-
based fisheries management consistent with the Marine Strategy
Framework Directive (MSFD, 2008/56/EC). The inclusion of an
ecosystem-based approach to fisheries in the CFP is an important
step toward the realization of implementing such management
processes in European waters. This latest reform also
acknowledged the need to regionalize management, taking into
account the eight individual large marine ecosystems within
Europe. This is in line with the approach described here,
highlighting the importance of considering ecosystem-specific
features and including ecosystem experts in order to fully
comprehend ecosystem processes and changes, and implement
successful system-based management.  
Also within the Northern hemisphere, North America has
progressed significantly toward the implementation of an EAF.
Within the North American context, indicators have also been
used to assess the state of marine ecosystems (Link 2005, Link et
al. 2010, Samhouri et al. 2014, Large et al. 2015b). Although not
the sole way in which progress has been made, indicators have
been highlighted as essential in the implementation of IEAs in
North America. This includes their use in assessing ecosystem
trends, identifying the causes of observed trends and the
monitoring of indicators to determine whether any actions taken
are proving successful (Samhouri et al. 2014). The use of a
stringently selected suite of indicators, such as those used here,
incorporated into a designated framework could aid IEAs not
only in the North American context, but globally because of the
comparative nature of the framework.  
Within the Mediterranean region, the General Fisheries
Commission for the Mediterranean (GFCM) acts as a regional
fisheries management organization. This commission currently
comprises 24 members (23 member countries and the EU). Within
this region, the dramatic ecosystem changes observed in the Black
Sea have acted as evidence of the importance of accounting for
multiple stressors in the management of fisheries, in line with an
EAF (FAO 2016). Although an EAF is not currently implemented
in the Mediterranean, the region is mentioned within the context
of EU policies and goals toward achieving an EAF for Europe.
The poor status of marine resources in the Mediterranean Sea
highlights the urgent need to modify the current management
methods in the region, both in European and non-European
waters. The full application of the CFP and MSFD in EU member
states may bring steps toward this direction and can benefit from
the knowledge gained from integrated studies such as the one
presented here.  
Within the Southern hemisphere, Australia is also relatively
advanced in implementing an ecosystem approach in its marine
fisheries sector. The Australian Fisheries Management Authority
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(AFMA) makes use of an ecological risk management framework
to assist decision makers. The goal of such frameworks is to ensure
that fisheries management is consistent with the ecologically
sustainable development objective desired by AFMA. Australia
has adopted a wide variety of tools in order to implement an
ecosystem approach, including end-to-end ecosystem models (e.
g., Fulton et al. 2015), risk and cumulative impact assessments (e.
g., Anthony et al. 2013), structured assessment processes, and
marine spatial planning (Day 2002, Dunstan et al. 2016).
Alongside this, a wide range of well-defined governance
frameworks have been developed, ranging from national to
regional and local scales (Smith et al. 2017). The recognition that
both failures and successes observed in implementing ecosystem
level management can be linked to the implementation of
appropriate governance and institutional frameworks, rather than
the science being used, has helped Australia move away from
overarching approaches that are often too ambitious (Tallis et al.
2010, Smith et al. 2017). The development of a variety of
frameworks, available at the relevant level for the ecosystem being
considered, has aided the success in implementing an ecosystem
approach that has been observed in Australia.  
Although the framework discussed here cannot facilitate the
implementation of an ecosystem approach in isolation, it could
help in detecting the wider ecosystem implications of fishing-
induced changes in biodiversity. Because detection of changes at
the ecosystem level signifies that severe changes must be taking
place at higher functional resolution, changes in ecosystem
indicators such as those included in this framework may provide
warnings of important changes that are happening, which would
also influence the community and population levels.
Global context
The framework appears, thus far, to be capable of successfully
categorizing multiple ecosystems. However, for the method to be
valuable in the global context of fisheries management, its
contribution to the various assessments currently being employed
in assessing marine ecosystems must be considered. In recent
decades a move toward integrated approaches based on
collaborative scientific research has been recognized as necessary
to better inform decision making (Sutherland et al. 2012). The
multi-institutional collaborations involved in the IndiSeas project
align nicely with such a goal. The use of indicators, the application
of a methodology to multiple ecosystems, and the aim of
synthesizing large amounts of information into easily
communicable outputs are also aligned to methods currently
being applied by fisheries scientists and managers around the
world. Where indicators have found traction with policy makers,
they have been involved throughout the development process of
indicator-based assessment to ensure that implementation needs
are met and continued engagement between policy makers and
scientists is required to interpret and communicate assessment
outcomes (McQuatters-Gollop et al. 2019).  
Within European waters, the MSFD is aimed at determining
criteria and methodological standards, to allow consistency in
evaluation of the achievement of Good Environmental Status.
As in the IndiSeas project, this process aims at applying an
ecosystem approach to manage human activities and enable
sustainable use of marine goods and services. The use of
indicators in the framework discussed here corresponds well to
multiple attributes desired by the MSFD (Table 4), particularly
those aligning to the maintenance of biodiversity. This could
allow the outputs of the framework to compliment the outputs
of MSFD analyses, increasing the usefulness of the framework
within the context of European ecosystems. Also in the northern
hemisphere, integrated ecosystem assessments (IEAs), proposed
by Levin et al. (2009), and adopted by the International Council
for the Exploration of the Sea, have made an attempt to synthesize
large amounts of scientific data. The framework discussed here
had similar goals, synthesizing a comprehensive set of indicators
at the level of ecosystem functioning into a meaningful
assessment. However, although the inclusion of the human
dimension is starting to be incorporated into IEAs (Fogarty 2014,
Drakou et al. 2017), this step has only begun to be developed by
IndiSeas (Bundy et al. 2017) and thus has not yet been
incorporated into this framework.
Table 4. IndiSeas indicators and the corresponding attributes of
the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) for assessing
good environmental status. Adjusted from MEECE (2011).
 
IndiSeas Indicator MSFD Attribute
Mean Length Population condition, proportion of
selected species at the top of food
webs, population age, and size
distribution
Mean Lifespan Population condition of key trophic
groups/species
Survey Biomass Population size
Proportion of predatory fish Proportion of selected species at the
top of food webs, abundance of key
trophic groups, ecosystem structure
Trophic level of the community Proportion of selected species at the
top of food webs, abundance of key
trophic groups
Marine trophic index (TL ≥ 3.25) Proportion of selected species at the
top of food webs
Trophic level of landings Level of pressure of the fishing
activity (ecosystem level)
Intrinsic vulnerability index Level of pressure of the fishing
activity
Inverse fishing pressure Level of pressure of the fishing
activity
The framework presented here could also prove useful in the
context of cumulative effect assessment (CEA) processes. Such
assessments are considered holistic evaluations of the impacts of
both human activities and natural processes on ecosystems,
providing a specific form of IEAs (Jones 2016). These assessments
could provide a powerful tool with which to manage and
potentially reduce the cumulative impacts of anthropogenic
activities on marine ecosystems (Duinker et al. 2013, Judd et al.
2015, Foley et al. 2017). However, despite the serious need for
operational CEAs in marine ecosystem, this successful
implementation of such assessments has remained a challenge. A
wide range of frameworks have been developed to assess
cumulative effects on marine ecosystems. Yet this abundance of
approaches has resulted in variations in research agendas for
CEAs has made it increasingly difficult to compare results from
various ecosystems (Stock and Micheli 2016). This decision tree
framework allows the assessment of the impacts of both fishing
pressure and environmental variability on multiple ecosystems.
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Therefore, it could potentially provide a broadly applicable
methodology, which is currently considered lacking within CEAs
(Stelzenmüller et al. 2018). In Australia cumulative impact
assessments have been used in numerous governance frameworks
to assist with the implementation of ecosystem-based
management, however, preliminary applications of existing risk
assessment tools to ecosystems have been observed to potentially
underestimate risk by up to 90% (Smith et al. 2017; Fulton
unpublished data). Therefore, a new risk assessment tool that is
able to address multisector interactions will be needed for
application to marine ecosystem assessments.
The future of the framework
The greater number of ecosystems included in the approach, the
stronger the comparative analysis would be (Shin and Shannon
2010). This framework could, consequently, be further
strengthened through its application to a wider range of
ecosystems, including those of varying type, size, and undergoing
differing levels of influence from fishing pressure and climate
variability. Therefore, it will be pragmatic to apply the framework
to systems that differ greatly from those already considered,
thereby increasing our understanding of how differences feed
through the chosen set of indicators, and their combined
evaluation in decision trees.  
Possibly the most important next step in utilizing the framework
will be the discussion of its use with relevant fisheries managers
and stakeholders. The framework provides a tool with which to
summarize large amounts of scientific information, which is the
first step in successful communication of the knowledge gained
from ecosystem assessments. Tools such as this can only be
considered useful if  stakeholders are responsive to the
information being presented (Johnson and Chess 2006, Turnhout
et al. 2007). Therefore, although the framework appears to have
been successful thus far, its true practicality cannot be determined
until it has been discussed with the appropriate audiences. This
process could also include the development of social and
economic indicators, which could be added to the framework and
allow a more comprehensive assessment of the social-ecological
system. The inclusion of such indicators could further align the
framework with the desired outcomes of an EAF.  
Finally, the framework could potentially be used to explore
ecosystem well-being into the future. The nature of the framework
supports its potential for predicting the state of marine
ecosystems under potential future fishing and climate scenarios.
The similarities of this framework to work such as, for example,
envisaged by PICES FUTURE, could allow its use in synthesizing
a subset of ecological indicators generated as outputs from
forecasting runs of ecosystem models. Outputs from models such
as Ecopath with Ecosim (Walters et al. 2000, Christensen and
Walters 2004), Osmose (Shin and Cury 2004, Travers et al. 2009),
or Atlantis (Fulton et al. 2005), could be synthesized in this way,
and allow the evaluation of management strategies in the medium
and long term. Therefore, it may be possible, using ecosystem
models that are dynamic in time and even space, to learn from
past ecosystem trajectories and driver histories to explore future
scenarios of climate and fishing pressure, using a set of ecosystem
indicators that have proven meaningful globally (e.g., Shin et al.
2018) and the synthetic framework presented here. A first attempt
of assessing possible future scenarios for marine ecosystems,
using a modified version of the framework discussed here, has
now been made (Lockerbie and Shannon 2019).
CONCLUSIONS
Under current levels of fishing pressure, the development of
successful management approaches is becoming increasingly
important to preserve ecosystem services and food security for
future generations. Alongside this, given the current rate of
climate change, it is vital to consider the impacts on environmental
variability and change alongside the impacts of fishing pressure.
The framework considered here, tested on three case studies so
far, has the potential to categorize marine ecosystems globally,
considering how ecosystem impacts of fisheries can be influenced
by environmental conditions. The success that the framework has
accomplished thus far confirms the potential of comparative
approaches for decision making within multiple marine
ecosystems, and also underlines the necessity to include regional
ecosystem expertise. As a next step, stakeholders need to be
involved in the improved communication of this approach.  
Alongside this, while ecological and environmental indicators
support understanding of overarching patterns occurring within
ecosystems, socioeconomic indicators are needed to help track
patterns of human vulnerability and well-being (Tam et al. 2019).
This can aid the understanding of the complexity of the human
dimensions of an EAF (Bowen and Riley 2003, Pollnac et al. 2015,
Colburn et al. 2016, Auad et al. 2018). Yet despite widespread
acknowledgment of the need to consider socioeconomics when
implementing an EAF, human dimensions are currently rarely
considered in management scenarios. Some progress has been
made, however, with social and economic indicators now being
used to identify human communities vulnerable to both fishing
collapses and climate change (Pollnac et al. 2015, Colburn et al.
2016), as well as assessing the well-being of these communities
(Colburn et al. 2016, Bundy et al. 2017, Auad et al. 2018).  
A suite of socioeconomic indicators could be encompassed into
this framework, helping capture the cumulative influences of
fishing, environmental variability, and coastal communities on
ecosystems when informing management scenarios. This will
enable fisheries managers and stakeholders not only to avoid
ecological regime shifts, but also undesirable shifts to human
coastal communities (Tam et al. 2019), providing a more holistic
approach to decision making. Following some further
improvements and adjustments, it is possible that this framework
could be used to synthesize large amounts of information about
the states and trends of marine ecosystems, in a globally
comparative way.
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Example of Application of Framework in the Southern Benguela Ecosystem    
While full applications of the discussed framework to the Southern Benguela, South Catalan 
Sea and North Sea have been previously described (see Loclkerbie et al. Lockerbie et al., 
2017a; Lockerbie et al., 2016; Lockerbie et al., 2017b, respectively), an example of its 
application is given here.   
A suite of eleven IndiSeas indicators, including six ecological indicators (mean fish length, 
mean lifespan, survey biomass, proportion of predators and trophic levels of both modelled and 
surveyed communities) and five fishing pressure indicators (inverse fishing pressure, landings, 
marine trophic index, trophic level of landings and the intrinsic vulnerability index), were 
utilised across all ecosystems. In the case of the Southern Benguela an additional four 
environmental indicators were selected which were considered to represent the most important 
environmental drivers in the ecosystem; sea surface temperature, chlorophyll concentration, 
upwelling and the position of the South Atlantic high pressure system.  
Trends in all indicators were determined using linear regressions (time series plots can be seen 
in Figure A1), and each indicator received a score based on the significance and directions of 
detected trends; highly significant positive trend = 1, ecologically significant positive trend = 
2, no significant trend = 3, ecologically significant negative trend = 4 and highly significant 
negative trend = 5. A score adjustment system was developed (Figure 2), following detailed 
sensitivity analysis (see Lockerbie et a., 2016), to modify scores to account for the impacts of 
both fishing pressure and environmental variability on ecological indicators. Fishing pressure 
indicators were combined, as described above, into an indicator of overall fishing pressure, and 
it is this indicator that was utilised to determine whether ecological indicator trends resulted 
from the observed trend in fishing pressure. Score adjustment was based on both the direction 
of the trend in fishing pressure, and to what extent fishing pressure could explain the observed 
trend in an ecological indicator. Following this initial score adjustment, it was necessary to 
determine whether the trends in environmental indicators would have influenced the observed 
ecological indicator trends. At this stage, due to the complex nature of ecosystems, it is not 
possible to determine whether the identified environmental change would be positive or 
negative for the ecosystem, as various species will respond differently. Therefore, this 
adjustment involved dividing the indicator score depending on the extent to which 
environmental variability was thought to have impacted the ecological indicators, acting to 
lessen the impacts of fishing on the indicator in question and signifying that fishing pressure 
was not the sole cause of the observed ecological indicator trend. Finally, scores were adjusted 
to account the possible redundancy of correlated indicators by applying different weightings to 
correlated and non-correlated indicators. This weighting acted to reduce the contribution of 
correlated indicators to the overall ecosystem score. It was necessary for this final adjustment 
to be ecosystem specific, as different indicators were correlated in different ecosystems.  
 
This process was applied to each of the three periods in turn, classifying the state of the 
ecosystem in each. Table A1 shows summarised results from the assessment of Period 2 
(1994-2003) in the Southern Benguela. When applying the score adjustment to the 
framework it is necessary to provide details to ensure the correct interpretation of indicator 
trends. While IndiSeas indicators have been formulated so that a decreasing trend is 
considered to represent a negative change within an ecosystem, other factors may come into 
play. Therefore, at this stage the considerable importance of including expert knowledge was 
highlighted, with regional experts ensuring accurate understanding of ecological changes 
represented by the indicator trends. For example, in Period 2, when there was a decrease in 
fishing pressure, the negative scores observed in numerous indicators were unexpected (see 
Table A1). However, through use of expert knowledge alongside information gained from 
literature, it was possible to relate the highly significant negative trends observed in mean 
lifespan, proportion of predators and the trophic levels of both the modelled and surveyed 
communities to a short-lived but significant increase in small pelagic fish in the early 2000s 
(Roy et al., 2001). This increase in small pelagic species was significant enough to alter 
indicators trends over the entire period, with negative trends not representing a negative 





















Table A1: Summary of outputs of decision tree framework for Period 2 (1994-2003) in the Southern 
Benguela. Scores are sequentially adjusted to account for the influences of fishing pressure and 
environmental variability. A weighted mean is used to account for potential redundancies and 
calculate a final score, classifying the ecosystem. See footnotes for details on how the observed 
fishing pressure and environmental indicator trends impact each indicator (Adjusted from 
Lockerbie et al. 2016).  
 














Mean Length 3 Decreasing  
- Partiallyi 
2.25 Yesv 1.5 
Mean Lifespan 5 Decreasing 
- Noii 
5 Yesv 3.33 
Biomass 1 Decreasing  
- Yesiii 





5 Partiallyvii 4 




5 Yesviii 3.33 




5 Yesviii 3.33 
Mean Score 4    2.64 
Weighted Mean    Ecosystem score: 2.56 
 
i Overall fishing pressure decreased, therefore increased mean fish length may be expected due to decreased pressure on 
the ecosystem. Lack of change in mean fish length likely resulted from increases in small pelagic fish during this period 
while predators have not yet started to recover (Roy et al., 2001).  
ii Overall fishing pressure decreases, therefore a significant decrease in mean lifespan would not be expected due to 
decreased pressure at all trophic levels. The highly significant decrease observed here is likely a result of an increase in 
small pelagic fish that was observed during this period (Roy et al., 2001).  
iii Overall fishing pressure decreased; therefore, increased biomass within the ecosystem would be expected because of 
reduced mortality.  
iv Overall fishing pressure decreased, therefore decreased proportion of predators and trophic level of both the surveyed 
and modelled communities would not be expected. May be have resulted from the unusual and short-lived increase in 
small pelagics (Roy et al., 2001) while predatory fish populations had not yet shown a recovery. 
v Observed offshore movement of the South Atlantic High Pressure System along with variability in upwelling (both 
increases and decreases are observed at different locations). This would influence nutrients and primary production as 
well as dispersal and recruitment impacting all levels of the ecosystem. This, along with variability in upwelling (see 
Lockerbie et al. [1] - Table 3) may have influenced mean length and lifespan of fish as certain environmental conditions 
favoured certain species. A shift towards conditions which favoured small pelagic species, and their subsequent increase 
in abundance, could explain the decrease in mean lifespan (Connolly et al., 2001; Gaylord and Gaines, 2000; Rochet and 
Trenkel, 2003).  
vi Observed offshore movement of the South Atlantic High Pressure System along with variability in upwelling (both 
increases and decreases are observed at different locations). This would influence will influence primary productivity, 
food availability, and the transport of eggs and larvae towards or away from nursery grounds (Cole and McGlade, 1998), 
all of which could have resulted in the increased biomass within the ecosystem.  
vii Observed offshore movement of the South Atlantic High Pressure System along with variability in upwelling (both 
increases and decreases are observed at different locations). It is unlikely this would have directly impacted predatory 
fish populations; however, there may have been some indirect influence through the impact of environmental variability 
on lower trophic level species (via impacts on phytoplankton and zooplankton production) which are the prey items of 
predatory fish.  
viii Observed offshore movement of the South Atlantic High Pressure System along with variability in upwelling (both 
increases and decreases are observed at different locations). It is possible the environmental conditions created as a result 
of these trends may have favoured lower trophic level species, as observed in the increase in small pelagics during this 
time period (Roy et al., 2001). This increase in small pelagic fish can explain the decrease in trophic level of both the 
surveyed and modelled community. 
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